
2004 Programming Languages Comp. Solutionswritten by 2006 Ph.D. First-Years1. Type inferene: 'a list -> int2. Soping: Stati sope is resolved at ompile-time (use the value of the variable delaredin the losest enlosing blok); dynami sope is resolved at exeution-time (use thevalue of the variable losest to the urrent funtion's ativation reord on the stak).C++ is a language that uses stati sope. Exeptions are a language feature that usesdynami sope.3. Typing and Garbage Colletion:(a) This tehnique is solving the problem of tags needing to be kept alongside pointersin order to make preise garbage olletion work. In order for garbage olletion tobe preise, the garbage olletor must know whih bloks of memory are atuallypointers so that it an follow pointers to aess other reahable objets. Keepingthese tables around obviates the need to tag eah pointer at run-time, thus givingspae savings.(b) This will work better for ML beause it has stati types. Lisp and Sheme aredynamially-typed languages, so there is no way to build up a ompile-time typetable.() Yes, this is helpful for C programs beause you an know whih memory ontentsare atually pointers, instead of having to make onservative guesses (that anysuÆiently large integer value that refers to some valid address range on the heapis a pointer). However, it does not solve the problem of pointers to the middleof objets, asts of integers to pointers (and vie versa), and the use of void*pointers to emulate objet-oriented funtionality.(d) No, it won't work with polymorphism beause a variable an have more than onetype at run-time, so there is no way to build up a table at ompile-time that mapsa variable to one type.4. Method Lookup:(a) It is found via a lookup in a method ditionary where the ditionary for XClassontains an entry that maps the method name m to the address of the �rst instru-tion of that method (otherwise, its superlass should ontain an entry for m). Theditionary for eah lass also ontains a pointer to the ditionary of its superlass,so that if an entry isn't found, then the superlass's ditionary is searhed, andso on until either the method is found or an exeption results.(b) The main data struture is a vtable, whih is an array ontaining addresses of the�rst instrution in eah method. It is used by having the ompiler hardode in a�xed onstant o�set from the beginning of the vtable so that overridden methodsin a sublass have the same o�set as their respetive methods in the superlass.
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() The C++ vtable approah is more eÆient beause a diret array lookup is veryfast, whereas the Java method ditionary method is more exible beause it ansupport dynami lass loading, et. The vtable approah is more appropriatefor C++ beause performane is paramount for C++ programs, but for Javaprograms, exibility and extensibility are more important.
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